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How can we axRidfcxmnexpBXBxxjni k«i± prevent the spread of totalitarian 

regimes closely linked to the Communist Bloc throughout the underdeveloped 

areas of the world? We are concerned in many ways and for many reasons 
evolution 

with the welfare, orientation and dmtmiBjmmt of the xxdKXX developing 

nations, but ihmxmBKis the most immediate challenge to our national 

interests is the threat of q progressive expansion of Communist regimes 

by means of subversion and insurgency. 

2. It is frustrating, and apt to be baffling, that with our enormous 

strengths and sources of influence we should find it so difficult to 

achieve our purposes in this field. Yet it is no khx coincidence that 

that our confrontation with Communist goals and power has shifted to 

an arena and a type of conflict in which our familiar instruments and 

techniques of power are at a relative disadvantage. rte are not facing, 

in the Communist Bloc, an unchanging force of nature that can be blocked 

in one way,ami once and for all; their efforts, now, to export revolution 

reflect fckiciTXHXKDcfxrafcKatiJM the effectiveness of the dams we have built 

against the quick and decisive spread of their dominance by invasion and 

massive threat. Those dams, in the form of U.S. military capabilities, 

military commitments, and military assitance, are highly relevant both 

to/rich allies facing the 

array and missiles of the Soviet Union and to smaller, poorer allies 

block 
bordering Communist China or satellites. To gmaBM tkzxfckKKxtsxsf 

more highly developed 
direct attack or ultimatum against the ■stahiishwl nations, with 

established governments and systems of internal security, is effectively 

to safeguard their national integrity. That is not so for the 
fatally 

developing socieities, which are/vulnerable to ar form of attack that is 

relatively ineffective against the older, richer nations.and 

ft (fc 



Chicoms (NVN) have a plan, a goal, a technique; an issue in the struggle 
for influence and for policy within the Bloc. A victory for them 
strengthens them within the Bloc, pushes policy in that direction, 
increases their own confidence in it, discourages resistance and will 
to make the long JDnbate struggle to maintain independence. 

Just as a victory for K in the Cuban missile crisis... or Berlin 

Issues of objectives become active when confronting: 
1) Whether to involve ourselves at all; 
2) Whether to increase commitment (as subjectively determined) 
3) Whether to cut losses, reduce commitment 
4) Who to back, in an internal competition for power or authority 
5) interests in conflict not directly involving the ^loc 

Issue: how important is it to us that our presence be desired: 
by the government in authority, by the major power sources, by the public? 

How important is it to us that government be "legitimate"; democratic; 
civilian; popular? 

Relevance of our strengths to ffiflt conflict in these areas 
nuclear, etc. '“‘uemoy; VN 1954. Neutralizing otherwise strong ground 
threat; and now, nuclear threat. 
Actual buildup in force: litany; in limited war force. 

"never again club": infer strong desire not to commit ground forces; 
increased ground capability compared to 1961 (Laos), or 1954 (VN). 

Inhibitions against using nuclear weapons; ever; against "small" 
provocation and small nation; against Asians. 

Hence, fear that strong reaction to covert aggression will escalate— 
not all the way—but up to large ground engagement or nuclear weapons. 

Classes of threatened nations: 

a) those contiguous to Bloc ground forces, threatened by direct attack; 
b) those (same) where Bloc support of subversion is easy. 
c) Those where US already has strong commitment: perhaps for historic 
reasons. 

d) those where US ally has strong commitment (Malaysia) 

e) those where Communist lines of support are long and vulnerable (Cuba; Con| 
f) those threatened by non-Bloc nations: (Malaysia; Israel; ^rocco) 

Feeling of frustration: we can't solve the problems we are actually 
confronted with the instruments we have bought. But that reflects the 
effectiveness of those instruments in deterring threats to which Jaas they 
*re suitable: we aren't combatting Nature, but an opponent that adapts his 
methods to our weaknesses. Unfortunately, the courses left to him—the 

tactics of the weak—may bring him success. It is not that JMOxteHOQdMt 

we are restrained from using our heavier guns as that they aren't 
clearly effective against these threats 



CFR speech 

Frustration: 26 squadrons, stc: th* litany. Why can't ws use this 
powsr? Why do ws havs it? (Ws'rs not fighting Naturs; ws would nssd 
it if ws didn t havs it. K sxplanation: less fsar of sscalation. 

Rostow thsory: dslibsrats sscalation (nots JCS vsrsion: don't 
crssp up, uss half-measures; uss measure that will really stop them cold) 
(in part, this is rationale in terms of deterrence of action that is 
really meant to destroy capability—JCS preference—rather than to deter) 
(Note that both theories are untested; both plausible). 

wigh irritation, friefcion quotient; 
news value 
Covertneas=Presidential/Excomm involvement (because of importance, and 
exclusion of staff, imposibility of delegation). 

Opponents use tactics of the weak 

‘^ireo-tj-coodg 
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Time of questioning : public impatience with expenditures, deaths, 
humiliations, and apparently little to show for it, little influence. 
WHY are we spending, involving ourselves? 

Our objectives are found, determined gradually, evolve, in a series of 
actual choices on matters like:.... 

Some choices aren't seen as fixing goals, limiting later choices, at the 
time, but have their effect. 

Others make us conscious that old rules, announced aims, may be 
outmoded or inadequate: challenge us to revise, modify, define anew 
what it is we want to achieve or avoid. 

One class of underdeveloped nations are those threatened by attacks 
and subversion directed by the Communist Bloc—particularly Chicoms. 
There enr objective is relatively clear: prevent Chicoms from gaining 
assets, strategic territory, prestige victory for method and power, and 
confidence. 

A new motive for restraining Chicom victories: fear of growing Chinese 
strength, confidence and aggressiveness, plus declining confidence in 
the deterrent or operative power of the US, provides powerful incentive 
for acquiring national nuclear forces: early moves in this direction 
will stimulate others. A world in which nuclear weapons are widely 
diffused will be one in which US security in the most concrete sense 
xiiixlsm can be challenged, in remote conflicts among small nations; 
small nations will be able to inflict significant damage on us, or 
our allies; they will be tempted to make threats against us, not only 
when they are in direct conflict with us, but to niM influence our 
use of our power and influence. 

There are other nations, that aren't at present directly the object 
of Communist attentions; but they are always candidates, if they fail 
to develop governments and institutions that can provide order and 
movement toward meeting tit public demands. 

1. AID program: if there were no threat, we would still want to 
use part of our wealth to lui help the less fortunate, build a world. 
Involvement of national security would be indirect, long-run. DOD 
involvement minimal: advice, some sales. Like AID, mainly a matter of 
giving a government—perhaps a rudimentary one—such resources as 
it can handle effectively. 

2. itfnfaafa 
Countries on periphery; threatened by invasion. 
(In SVN, army oriented toward this. 
Subversion: range from terrorism, to raids, to large attacks; from 
police problem to full armed forces problem. Police; self-defense; attack. 

Role of our: nuclear strategic forces; tac nucs; naval, air power; 
recon; logistics, comm, support; combat support; air mobility; advisors; 
staffwork; arms, ammo. 



28 Jan, 1965 

Strongest case to be made for strikes against North (May-July, 1964): 

Boost in morale for GVN and SVN people, evidence (commitment) that U~ 
would not start negotiations from position of weakness, US was willing 
to take risks, was in all the wayj light at the end of the tunnel 
(possibility that NVN would lose heart—though this could backfire if 
NVN was tough); something new, a chance; pay back NVN (?). 

(Possibility: also effect on VC, e.g., in recnuitment). 

(But if this was major factor-—why pose in terms of committing US to 
go all the way—rather than reprisal policy? 

Also: if this had been accepted as major problem, major goal_ 
then this particular tactic should have been viewed in context of all 
°^h,*ro posfible and ongoing actions that would ininx affect interpretation 
of US motives, boost GVN confidence. Hard to staff this one explicitly 
because it involves admitting frankly that problem is one of SVN 
confidence in our intentions, and that our actions had contributed to 
some doubts. )) 

Was this really never put to President at time of Honolulu—or later? 

((ExComra organization as suited 
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3 What are the pitfalls in collaboration? 

a. No short list of objectives exhausts all the interests that either 
side brings to bear on issues of policy. 

Our considerations of prestige and commitment, in the context 
of worldwide responsibilities and a worldwide confrontation,x—-none 
of which are shared by the nation being defended—can give us 
a different sense of timing or priotity concerning specific mea 



The underdeveloped nations are, in fact, highly vulnerable to a kind 
of attack against which our heavier weapons are relatively ineffective. 

When we have protected our major allies against major attack, their 
security is pretty well protected: they aren't very vulnerable to 
'•third-class attacks," under-the-door attacks. 

(Moreover, the throat to which they are vulnerable is mainly 
militaryJ doesn't call for as much coordination on US side; 
Moreover, it is a massive threat which we have largely deterred: 
coordination is in planning and developing posture, not in 
conducting operations. And large part of coordination of 
economic/railitary/political coordi ati n can beperforaed by 
recipient, or with great cooperation). 

But confronting ftroo underdeveloped nations. Bloc has another path 
to success: in addition to direct attack, it can hope to win by 
subversion (as in West Europe immediately after the war). 

.Analogy: wraracxiikEXBtBgfcHrraxhgxhaacgxgtgriritwmnfrxraitigro 
prmnr?dci±±gx our expensive vaccines protect our rich patients against 
all viruses lethal to them; kick and they protect our paor patients against 
the same set of viruses; but that isn't enough to keep the poorfc patients 
alive—their resistance is lower, and they are vulnerable to another 
set of viruses that won't kill the rich patients. 

Diseases to which countries with less than $500 GNP per capita are 
vulnerable... 
"War is in the country"—recognition of need to exert influence in 
the countryside, answer rural needs, stimulate will and ability for 
self-defense, preempt allegiance: get peasant to...be drafted, protect 
himself, resist cooperation with and taxation by VC, provide intelligence, 
. Need to get aid to countryside,.... 

More recently, realization Efoamat that the cities are another battleground 
where the war Can be lost 

Bloc tactical objectives: military, 
develop rival legitimate government 
for legitimacy, coercive authority. 

countryside, in the cities; 
(fight not just for territory but 
taxes, draft bodies) 

National interests: 
1. Not so much critical raw materials, as formerly, (oil) 
2. trade relationships: small, now (except Latin Americq) 
3. strategic position; attack routes to other countries for Bloc; 
control of sea trade routes (Malaysia/Indonesia; Egypt; Panama) 
4. Bases: communications, staging, overflight, naval purposes; 
intelligence. 
5. Their interests: independence, stability, development; movement 
toward democracy, etc. (in long run, necessary to former). 
(From IIS S^niT^ +.V nnint. nf iH iw<.n.ni4.nn. i <9 



Who is it we want to influence? How do we want to influence their 
calculations and actions? What tools do we have? 

Chicoms; Soviets; satellites—NVN leaders; VC hard core; VC recuits; 
peasants; urban; governments GVN, etc. 

Single approach')Hiwhether economic, or administrative, or military-* 
simply won't do the job, except in massive doses (if then); 
a combination of approaches is essential. 

(Note: under authoritarian government—Diem—we did have stability, 
yet we couldn't get him to do what we thought necessary: and largely 
because of his concern with incipient rivals. 

Why are these sorts of problems at the forefront today of our attention? 
Partly because Bloc has increased its efforts and aggressiveness; 
partly because we have increased our commitments, gradually; 
because other programs are relatively completed, and effective, and 
because massive threats have declined (partly reevaluation b us, partly 
Bloc response to our programs and our actions, e.g. in Berlin and 
Cuba). New significance in Sino-Soviet split. 

What is underdeveloped: under $500 GNP per person; (Spain, Greece, 
Turkey-197, Iran 215, UAR Syria; India, Pakistan, Afghhn, 75-80; 
Phillipines 120, Taiwan 150, Kore% 73; Latin America. 
(SVN 100). 

Literacy rates: Iran 15, Saudi Arabia 5, Pakistan 15, India 24; 
SVN 35-40, Laos 15, Korea, 85. 

Oongo: 30 university graduates on coming into independence, Cambodia fewer, 
no professionals; no army, no gov. 

Countries threatened by direct attack; Korea, Taiwan, SEA, Greece, 
Turkey, Iran; ^ndia, Pakistan somewhat. 

Tools: a) diplomatic; alliances; information and cultural efforts; 
training of foreign students (55000 a year); b) our own military posture; 
xfc (nuclear, etc);(related to external security); c) our ability to help 
them in local job of preventing or dealing with insurgency: 
l) MAP; 2) military training (16000 a year here); jsk 3) polite assistance; 
4) intelligence assistance; 5) civic action, 
d) economic: l)trade; 2) economic aid 

We are not: using AID as a political instrument; using military force 
politically (civic action; self-defense; training; ) 

Problem: not (as traditiohal aid and military assisantance envisions) 
helping a government to protect itself and its country, but helping 
establish a government, a political system (with loyal army, civil service, 
etc.} —in competition with Communists, who are trying to develop a 
rival government tied to the Bloc. 
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^ur objective in SEA: to bring an end to Communist aggression/expansion. 

(JFK?: our assistance would cease when NVN aggression ceased. This is 
not consistent with cutting out when the GVN—in response to successful 
NVN pressures in interests of Communist expansion—invites us out.) 

Long-term: peace and independent nations, free to develop in their 
own fashion, free to seek assitance from outside. We hope for them 
to develop toward democracy amd but we seek no satellites or mirror 
images of ourselves. Communism held at bay, contained, deterred, 
pressed to modify its aims. 

SEA is a test case of our will and ability to respond to calls for 
help from nations striving to preserve their independence from Communist 
attack: nations that have a reasonable basis to make a claim on our 
assistance, who are willing to fight, and to whom we are committed. 
If we fail to respond, or if our response ends in failure, the implications 
for other nations under the shadow of Communist power will be far-reaching. 

Test is as clear as in Berlin. Our own security is strengthened by 
t e determination of others to remain free, and by our commitment to 
assist them. 

Test case for Communist strategy of covert aggression. New strategy; we 
have learned to cope successfully with old ones at other levels; 
Strategic position of SEA. 

.✓ 

Chicom doctrine focusses on SEA but poses threat to all developing 
societies. . If we can cope with it (learn to) in SEA, the deterrent 
effect on Peiping can be decisive (if we don't, the demoralizing effect 
on other targets could be decisive). 

Loss would be victory for Chicoms, and NVN, loss for US. Faith in 
US ability and will to resist communism in Asia shaken. Sense of 
inevitability of Chicom hegemony. Pressures for accomodation. 

SVN will to win must be encouraged: by damping down terrorism, by 
military victories, and by effective economic and social measures to 

increase the people's welfare. 
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If we seek to influence—expectations, attitudes, behavior—he face 
questions: a) Does US have the qualities, apart from physical strengths, 

required for success? Patience; staying power; understanding; 
tact; toughness; discretion (Can US keep its mouth shut, 
about activities that are essential, where publicity would 
embarrass local government or allies or arouse pressures?) 

b) Can US reach decisions in timely fashion, be decisive, 
follow through—despite allied and neutral criticism and 
pressures, domestic criticism, enemy threats? 

c) Is US quasi-colonialist; is country a satellite? 
h Do we insist on running country, pick the leaders? 
(Yet we run risk of appearing to have no influence, to 
have our preferences and our prestige ignored, despite 
our aid) 

US attitudes, customs (not always appreciated by, e.g., SEAsians): 

1) "Need to tell." 

2) Regard for "legalisms": treaties, forms of government, borders, 
status of "invitation to help". 
3) Regard for world opinion. 

d) Does US have knowledge of local interests, attitudes, 
needs; sympathy for "Oriental mind, customs"? 

A 1J* b^ Jr—j— 

((If it is our goal to stop the ftwdri Communist advance in SEA: then 
the SVN Army, and the peasants who resist, and the politicians who 
prevent coalition governments, are doing our fighting for us. We are 
in role of assisting them, not (only) because that is easier than doing 
the fighting and we are reluctant to comm t ground troops to Asia, but 
because (we think) they are the only ones who could successfully carry 
the main burden: an army with the taint of a colonialist power is 
simply not as effective against attack by insurgency, ^anwhile, the 
fight against the Communists is not the only important goal of the 
people involved: they want peace, a voice,± a place in the government, 
and latent demands for employment, educAAion, better standards, etc.)) 
We can't afford to appear indifferent to these other interests; though 
we grow impatient when they show that their concerns are not focussed 
sharply on the one goal that is of predominant interest for us. 

Show: Nature of threat of domination in various underdeveloped areas 
Communist expenditures (Thia language training, use of NVN in Thailan 
SVN troops, casualties, expenditures: will to fight. 

•*< 6/v/> 

Amutgx 

We need to work with them even if they do not share our preoccupation with 
the Communist challenge as the one overriding problem: giving US public the 
impression that "t^ey aren't interested in being saved" 



■x pm role of the "new men," 
B. The okaraeierywfxikmx&wragnmt*, and US ±Kk priorities.---A-- 

MamyxKgg Throughout the world, in the emerging nations—countries 
emerging from colonial rule or traditional, authoritarian regimes, from 
backwardness, illiteracy, sickness and poverty, frem archaic ways and 
traditional power structures—the class of individuals that William 
Polk has labelled £ "the new men" struggle for power and for change. 

They are, as Polk defines them, "those people who possess the skill, 

the discipline, the orientation and the motivation to modernize society.8 
foreign- 

students, engineers, technicians, ttKstKm-trained military officers, 

industrial workers, agriculturists. If their position or influence in 
or potential for 

the government does not correspond to their importance in running the 

society, they willtat striving to make it d* so. If a traditional regime 

excludes them, they will be struggling—perhaps, in parallel with 

Communist-supported insurgents and terrorists—to topple itp.If an 
"revolutionary" 

important segment of "new men" is excluded from a/regime mixJbiHXxmDiX 

(e.g., a military government of "young colonels*"—xp a phenomenon that 

long antedates the present government of SVN) it will be struggling for 

inclusion. And if all important groups are represented, freeing the 

government (as we see it) fcm from internal politics to concentrate on 

internal security, we shall find the latter problem competing in their 
minds 
ntmn with a menu of social ,xmt economic Kfezngsm and political changes 

they have contemplated and awaited for a very long time. 

The nature of the problems that may arise in collaborating with 

of 
the existing government will vary depending on the position m£ the "new 

men ii 



The case of South Viet-nam illustrates most of the problems involved 
in exerting anr influence and achieving our basic purpose* in most of 
the underdeveloped nations. findscKixxrafxiiadfccroa^^ 

It is an underdevloped nation: $100 GNP/person, like ThAiland, 
Cambodia, Laos. Spain, Greece, Turkey, considerably higher though still 
under $500} Phillipjhnes somewhat higher, also Taiwan; Korea, Jfax India, 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, much of Latin America lower. L 

Literacy rate, 35-40^: Iran, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, India, lower; 

Korea, higher. 
It is in the class of countries contiguous to the Communist Bloc, 

threatened by direct attack as well as subversion: like Korea, Taiwan, 
the rest of SEA, Greece, Turkey, Iran, and to some extent India and 
Pakistan; unlike the Phillipines, UAR or Syria, N*xih Africa, Latin 
America. 

It is one of the few under immediate pressure from the Bloc; some 
iikBxfctasx&HitgH others are xxan&xta under immediate threat from non- 
Bloc neighbors—Malaysia, Morocco. 

It is among those tdntfcctan* to which the U.S. has made strong commitments 
and has igreat effort and resources in support of those commitments, 

devoted 
Colonial past; social structure; rivalries for power; splits; 
Thus, amid the considerable variety of conditions within the 

underdeveloped areas, SVN is like some nations and unlike others. 
Moreover, many characteristics of its history, society and situation 
highly relevant to its vulnerability are, as in each of these nations, 
essentially unique. In particular, the existence within SVN from the 
time of its national origin in 1954 of - VC loyal to ttar direction 
from the North, and the ability to train and control - Southerners 
in the North and to infiltrate them back into SVN as cadre, is an 
advantage to the Communists not duplicated elsewhere. 

However, even in a broad discussion of our problems in the future 
in the underdeveloped areas, SVN is far more significant than a mere 
illustration. *xx±B±mxy Our failure to prevent Communist domination 
of SVN will would have consequences—all adverse—for the terms of 
our confrontation with the Communist Bloc in every area of the world. 

1. The Communists have called their shot in SVN, and the US has clearly 
pledged its resources and its expertise to block them. Whatever the 
contribution of XBzkxK uncontrolled factors, including conflicts and 
weaknesses in SVN society, a Communist takeover (even after a transitional 
phase) would be ^ clear victory for the Communists, a major defeat for 
the US. It could be expected to encourage and embolden the Communists 
in new pressures (already appearing in Thailand) throughout the world, 
to discourage the potential victims, and to downgrade the value of 
US assistance in resisting. «_ CjU- 

2. It would be a victory fot the Chicoras, which would strengthen their 
influence within the Communist Bloc: a development that would imply 
increased pressures worldwide, especially in the underdeveloped areas. 

3. It would be a victory for Hm a specific technique, encouraging its 
application**not only by the Chicoms, and not only by the Bloc (e.g., 
by Indonesia)—against underdeveloped nations throughout the world. 
4. Each of these effects might be magnified by short-run consequences 
el Rliuh.f. In STTA 



Thus, distinguish: 

a) Countries under immediate threat of Communist subversion or attack 

b) Countries in which there is already significant US commitment, presence. 



rely ©9 the US to "take care of the C®ra»unista" may not reflect 
a l*w interest in the internal security campaign so much as a 
high importance attached to the political or economic struggles 
to which they prefer, if possible, to turn. 

From our point of view, despite our willingness to commit 
more troops or effort JbanaxkfeK in terms of overall importance of 
the task, it might be counterproductive to do so: 

a) if it leads to a more—than—compensating decline in national 
security efforts (e.g., more tendency to rely on US air 
support, less offensive ground action); 

b) if it decisively supports the insurgents' sense of a 
"cause": "throw out the foreign invaders." (Scarcely any 
insurgency has grown strong or succeeded without such a 
cause; and this particular one, referring either to a 
colonialist power or to a wartime invader, has been the 
most effective. It is already the primary talking point 
of the VC in SVN; but it could, perhaps, become more potent 
even there with a larger US presence). 

e. xx 



What are the pitfalls in collaboration? 

N# short list of objectives—such as independence and development 
exhausts all the interests that either side brings to bear on 
policy issues* 

1. We are driven by considerations of our prestige and commitment in 
the context of a worldwide, continuing confrontation; and must 
take both worldwide resnonsibilities and domestic considerations 
into account. 

2. The developing nation will have entered its present^ emergent 
state with a vast slate of "highest-priority" tasks to be 
accomplished. It is not that the government and public do not 
regard internal security and avoiding a Communist takeover as 
important and urgent; but, compared to our view of our interests 
in the area (which we may tend to equate to theirs), they will 
rarely see those problems as the only goals of high importance. 

-Staying in power, or achieving power; attaining a role in 
the government, or influencing it; abolishing aspects of 
discrimination or remnants of past practices or power structures; 
winning control of non-governmental hierarchies, e.g., religious 
or military; achieving a degree of local or minority autonomy 
(e.g., the Montagnards in SVN); all these are factional interests 
that can appear comparably important to "winning the war." 

Destroying aspects of "backwardness"; starting development 
patterns so as to transform the social structure and the power 
base (William Polk: Egypt); developing prestige industries and 
prestige armaments and military organizations, including favoring 
conventional armies over internal security forces; achieving 
security against felt threats from non—Bloc neighbors (India— 
Pakistan; Arab—Israel) all these are ynrrwirikjxlumkary-tckg-fr 

war." 
"•> 

b. $x The emerging nation will not have a monolithic list of priorities. 
Not only will different factions weigh the urgency and isroortance 
of "national" goals differently; but they will have special 
interests of their own, notably including political goals (this 
includes the faction running the government, whether it is a 
traditional one still or represents a faction from the "new men.") 

c. Important factions may view the imminence of Communist takeover 
differently from us (either higher or lower, in the short run); 
others may regard such a development as very bad, but not so 
hx catastrophic as we wee it (e.g., they may overestimate, in our view, 
their ability to control or manipulate the Communists), affecting 
their willingness to take risks in the course of pursuing other 
interests (such as demonstrating, or changing the structure of the 
government). 

d. There is a natural divergence of interest concerning the size and 
degree of reliance on US aid and operations. Again, a tendency to 



Throughout the world, in the emerging nations—countriea emerging b£ from 

colonial rule or traditional, authoritarian regimes, from backwardness, 

illiteracy,Jonbqnmngiqc sickness and poverty, from archaic ways and traditional 
class of 

power structures—the/individuals that William Polk has labelled Idas "the new 

men" struggle for power and for change. They are, as Polk defines them, 

"those people who possess the skill, the discipline, the orientation and the 

motivation to modernize society." 



1. How can the US exert its influence to achieve its ends in the 
revolutionary struggles in the underdeveloped nations? 

What are our ends? 

b. Who must we influence, and what do we want of them? 
c. What are our means of influence? 

d. How shall we organize our efforts, and what are some obstacles? 

2. Primary goal: to prevent the spread of Communist-dominated regimes 
by invasion or by support of insurgency and coup, * 
throughout the underdeveloped areas. 

Various other interests—base and overflight right* ^nt^i 
strategic »at.r routes, trad, relationship,, 

none of whieh’ellk* th? 1?3t> *” 1,38 important than formerly, but 

organif.ttnhorSn ^“tSn^ ln th3 



1. What are our security interests in the internal struggles of the 

developing societies? 



w* are not sura we know how to avoid failure in situations like 
South Vietnam; and failure xxroaaoqc—the fact of failure, af the 
spectacle and feeling of being beaten by the nature of the problem and 
by a puny opponent—is a very high price to pay for a country that 
aspires t>o leadership of half the world. 

We have learned some humility in South Vietnam; we have learned 
a little bit of what we don't yet know about influencing a government 

a•oci«ty that must deal at the same time with covert aggression 
with demands for modernization, and with its own centrifugal tendencies 
and internal struggle for power. Those who still taxexfeighiyxBaanfigtMt 

are highly confident about policies that will 
solve the nest of problems confronting South Vietnam are virtually sure 
to be among those whose notions have not yet been tested. We have much 
to learn about using military measures for 



Dilemma: m&x±axgK US forces—Native forces relax 

Large US forces—onus of colonialism (and still difficult, 
long, war) 

We are not as strongly motivated as a colonial power—either by long 
association, investments, domestic sentiments... 

On the other hand, we have worldwide responsibilities to contain Communism; 



Tradesx (conflicts, dilemmas): 

1* Our desire to see Western ideals, practices, governmental structure 
prevail vs. 
Our desire no|nto be "interventionist"; plus possible unsuitability 

of Western gov in experienced, non—Western culture 
2. Short-term view vs. long-term. 

e.g., from point of view of preventing disorder and Communist takeover: 
In short-run, possible to maintain order by backing traditional 
rulers and power blocs, or highly authoritarian regimes (e.g., 
narrow military regimes), thus avoiding (postponing?) Communist takeover; 
but this may only postpone disorder, may even make it more explosive 
and disruptive when it does occur (and the Communists may still be 
around to collect). (Rhee; Diem). 

(if you think that time will mellow the Chicoms as it has the 
Soviets, postponement of a "time of troubles" may have high value). 

3» Assistance/training for Army, for internal and external security, 
vs. likelihood of Array coup, military government, postponing 
satisfaction of demands of the "new men." (SVN) 

4. Development aid, education, etc., developing "new men" x = increased 
likelihood of revolutionary pressures, disorder. 

5. Dislike of polite state, authoritarianism vs. vulnerability to insurgency 

But these are dilemmas only when alternatives are limited to those that are 
"easy to achieve" with no change in American attitudes, organization, goals, 
way of operating; i.e., so long as ; 

change of regime = disorder 
coming into power of Army - concentration ofl military goals, suppression 

of demands of civilian "new men" (e.g., 
Buddhist political leaders in SVN) 

coming into power of civilian "new men" - naivete about tactics and goals 
of Communism 

US military assistance = concentration on external defense (getting over this 
or on "defeating the enemy" rather than "defending 
the people" 

US AID ® concentration on "long term development" rather than building 
resistance to insurgency, which may mean assisting local 
government to present a program that will be popular (e.g., 
urban housing; see Polk on Algeria), support stability. 

US non-interventionist.policy - unwillingness to put effective pressure 
on regime that is heading for instability, or to back alternative group 

US emphasis on legitimacy of government may be justified: in terms of gov 
self-con’idence and assurance of action, as will as for actual support; but 
non-Westem cultures may have different basis for feeliggs of legitimacy; 
e.g., strong feeling by Array that as the bringers of revolution th«£ have 
both legitimate authority and responsibility; greater emphasis on personal 
prestige and authority, by character (Huong) and "sincerity." (Thus, both 
our occasional exercises in cynicism—backing governments that have no claim 
to legitimacy—Khanh—and our efforts in support of legitimacy—HNC vs. Army- 
may be misplaced). 



This difference in priorities and perceptions can produde some conflict 
of interest between US and important factions—even majority—of people 
in the underdeveloped nation, (independence from Communists is only 
one goal—important, but not overriding—in their eyes. Changing government, 
acquiring power, creating a "new class," gaining power within subordinate 
power structure such as Army or Buddhist Association, achieving peace 
r^"S»ns ftandard of l^ing, P*xfciK±px±±ngx±ji, or even gaining independence from 
all foreign presence including US, may all be goals important enough in eyes 
of powerful factions to take actions raising risk of Communist takeover; 
especially when risk is less in their eyes, or not so much in their consciousness, 
48 iuuOUrS* . ^ express" their feelings of legitimacy, responsibility) 

When we yield in these situations to our desire to avoid intervention 
we generally regret it (after Communists have, in fact, exploited situation.) 

B)£kx±fxxKxzjqgKxxxmx 

On the other hand, traditionalist or military leaderships may so suppress 
or aggravate popular grievances, in interests of effort against the Communists, 
as to make likely an eruption in the short run in which Communists are sure to 

Jh® V*ry PreoccuPation of govemment/military leaders with suppressing 
or dealing with popular resentments (1963, 1964) can create onportunities 
for Communists to exploit. 

Yet measures to make government more representative or to meet popular 
demands can be seen as jeopardizing the control of the governing leadership. 

ln_r;Le,\ s cas*> «ven measures that seemed to us necessary to fight the 

!ri+vS!i!i*nfth?nin5 °f central staff of Arffly, less interference by Diem) conflicted 
with his desire to prevent coup. ($n Ju+zi- 

•if 
These conflicts are usually reflected in dilemmas mfxKkaiHR for US policy-makers, 
for they do not like to perceive themselves as pursuing US natidaal xnixxxsxiim 
interests in an alliance relationship w± while overriding the desires of the 
partner.mr Moreover, both policies in a situation of this kind are likely 
to turn out badly. E.g., dilemmas as to what person or individual to back 
in the nation; an established government or leader, or an emerging or recently 
triumphant group. US cannot avoid all choices, or ensiling responsibility; 
it has been criticized for backing an established but vulnerable or unpopular 
regime unrealistically" or inappropriately; or for failing to throw its full 
influence against a protesting coup group to preserve a given regime. 

Or, dilemmas arise in deciding whether to use AID or military assistance 
^ -Ln on* way or another (with allocations having political significance 

ctions), or how strongly to press advice on operations or organization. 
4 Osb —-JUJU' to ■ ■ 

The(more US advice and assistance is invested, the more concerned we must be 
protect the investment," to press our advice and to take on onus of intervening 

because the stakes are actually higher for us: not because of the effort and 
materiel that might be watted but because the international consequences ((and 
domestic consequences)) of failure km in this particular case become much 
greater. (Though our choices and our advice will not always be right or wise 
even compared to the local opinions). Our own national security—via our * 
prestige—becomes more immediately involved; and we cannot wholly delegate 

reSP?hnoblTRty-5°r the Safeguarding of our security to another government. 
ihus, US aid in money, materiel and people does increase the US commitment 


